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Introduction

Like in rest of the Indic, Vowel signs, Anuswara and Virama in Malayalam are combining
marks that needs to have a valid base letter. Implementations support following <Base,
Combining Mark> sequences as valid(see table below). This is in accordance with
Unicode 5.1 view that:

"The virama sign nominally serves to suppress the inherent vowel of the consonant to
which it is applied; it is a combining character..."

"A single consonant or a consonant cluster may have a dependent vowel applied to it to
indicate the vowel quality of the syllable, when it is different from the inherent vowel."

Combining Mark Base Example

Vowel Signs Consonants വു

Anuswara Vowels, Consonants, Vowel
Signs എം, വം, വും

Virama Consonants, U-sign ക്, കു്

Extra contexts

However, other sequences are involving these combining marks are in use as shown in
the scans attached to this document. To support that, we need to expand the valid bases
for each combining mark with following cases:

Combining Mark Base Reference in Scan

AA-Sign Vowel signs, Digits, Dashes D, F

II-Sign, UU-Sign On itself(II-Sign, UU-Sign)

Anuswara Virama, Anuswara B, E

Virama Vowels, Vowel Signs A, C

To make implementations simple, all following can be considered valid base for all
Malayalam combining marks:

• Any Malayalam letter
• Dashes
• Digits
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Independent Combining Marks

For rare, but valid purposes like in grammar books, there is a need to display combining
marks independent of any visible base. As of today, there is no single valid
implementation precedence is found. So it might be worth while to form a best practice
on this. I am recommending that <any positive width space, combining mark> would
display the combining mark as if it is rendered on a valid base letter.

Scans
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